ABSTRACT The introduction of cellphones with poor receiver sensitivity, known as dirty devices, to the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) cellular network results in a reduction in cell edge coverage, degraded capacity, and higher drop-call rates. This poor network performance has a negative impact on customer experience and satisfaction, which may result in increased churn for CDMA wireless carriers. Previous research on the impact of dirty devices has used computer-based simulations. This paper demonstrates the influence of dirty devices on a live commercial CDMA network using two distinct approaches. The first approach deploys dirty and non-dirty devices in a live commercial cell, and measures the impact on forward base transceiver station (BTS) power and forward link Ec/Io (Ec is the received pilot chip energy and Io is the spectral density of the total power seen by the device). A series of tests on a live CDMA network with known dirty devices shows an increase in BTS transmit power resources compared with non-dirty devices, leading to the degradation of forward link Ec/Io. The second approach uses a statistical study of the aggregated pilot strength measurement messages reported by the mobile to ascertain the impact of known dirty devices on the overall network Ec/Io of non-dirty devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over recent years, there has been significant evolution in mobile devices that connect to wireless communication networks. Customers demand a wide range of devices that vary both in price and features. This has created a situation whereby devices are manufactured with varying degrees of quality. Additionally, even the best manufactured devices can suffer damage, such as when they are dropped or get wet. This research paper shows that mobile devices with weak receivers require additional forward power, thus increasing the noise on the forward Radio Frequency channel by a disproportionate level. This has an impact on the performance of other devices. In this paper, such devices are referred to as ''dirty devices.'' This empirical research study measures the impact of these dirty devices on other non-dirty devices in a live wireless network.
Reed and Hanlen performed a simulation to study the impact of dirty mobiles on wireless CDMA networks [1] . They simulated a wireless network with 25 base stations and considered four simulation scenarios. The first scenario was a baseline simulation with no ''dirty mobiles.'' The other three scenarios included dirty mobiles at Ec/Io (Ec is the received pilot chip energy and Io is the spectral density of the total power seen by the device) levels of 1 db, 3 db, and 6 db [1] . Their simulation showed that the average number of users that the system is capable of supporting decreased as the number of dirty mobiles increased. With 20% of the users at a 3 db difference from baseline, the total system capacity was reduced by four users. When 20% of the users were at a 6 db difference from baseline, the total system capacity was reduced by 19 users [1] .
Choi and Kim [2] derived the forward link Erlang capacity bound of the CDMA2000 system. They modeled the forward link capacity limitations in terms of the number of multipaths, number of rake figures in a mobile station, closed-loop power control, and soft handoffs. Choi and Kim concluded that the forward link capacity was negatively influenced by the power control error, and found that capacity can be increased with the power of the strongest path in a multipath environment.
The present study extends the research of Reed and Hanlen [1] using an empirical study on a live wireless network. Because of the dynamic nature of wireless networks, this work considers two approaches, referred to as stream1 and stream2. In stream1, a situation is created in which groups of known dirty devices and non-dirty devices can be controlled. This makes it possible to monitor a reference device and take network equipment measurements to identify changes in performance across the two groups. The second approach, stream2, attempts to measure the impact of dirty devices on a live wireless network with no external influences. In this approach, we perform a series of correlation analyses on clusters of cell sites with the goal of measuring the impact of dirty devices on non-dirty devices. We collect data, identify devices thought to be dirty, and attempt to correlate their impact on other devices.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND DATA COLLECTION
Stream1 is a non-randomized experiment designed to introduce a group of 10 dirty and 10 non-dirty devices at consecutive 15 min periods to a live CDMA network carrying commercial traffic. Measurements are then taken to compare and contrast the changes in CDMA cell performance metrics to determine the impact of dirty devices on the CDMA network. Additionally, a reference device, known to have good receiver sensitivity, is used for the entire duration of the experiment to capture the forward link CDMA measurement and record the change in forward link active set Ec/Io, mobile transmit power, and forward frame erasure rate (FFER). The following metrics were observed and recorded to determine the impact of the dirty devices on the cell/sector's performance: 1) Base transceiver station (BTS) Transmit (Tx) Power; 2) BTS Receive Power (Rx0 Receive and Rx1 Diversity Receive); 3) Distance from the cell or Round Time Delay (RTD) from cell; 4) Forward Link Ec/Io; 5) Mobile transmit power; 6) FFER; 7) Number of active calls. Forward link measurements were recorded using CDMA drive test measurement equipment, JDSU W1314A, connected to the reference mobile. The log files were collected and parsed by a CDMA drive test post processing tool from Xceed, WindCatcher. The measurement resolution was time-binned at 1 s.
BTS transmit power and BTS receive power were collected using the BTS log attributes measured in digital gain units (DGU 1 ), which record the BTS power at 0.1 s resolution.
Unconditional call summary logs were also collected to extract the pilot strength measurement message (PSMM). This enables us to aggregate the RTD values to ascertain the distance of the active calls from the cell/sector in addition to the number of active calls on the cells.
The test was performed in successive 15 min periods. The total test duration of 1 h 18 min proceeded as follows while Stream2 involved the aggregation of PSMM records from live calls over a selected geographical area. The dataset consists of 43,861 calls selected in a location that had good coverage, and no device group exhibited a higher propensity to be in an unserved area. The average number of concurrent calls by sector, frequency, and time were calculated. This data set was binned by time, sector, and frequency, and provided Ec/Io distributions across all 44K calls. Additionally, the percentage of traffic load from dirty and non-dirty devices was calculated for each of the calls.
III. TEST LOCATIONS
The test location for stream1 was determined using an initial hypothesis that dirty devices, because of their poor receiver sensitivity, require higher BTS forward power to maintain the target FFER [3] . A test was performed using an orthogonal channel noise simulator (OCNS) [4] , a hardware mechanism used to simulate the users on the other orthogonal channels of a forward CDMA channel. An experiment was performed by US Cellular using the CDMA forward link application of OCNS. The resulting degradation in reference mobile Ec/Io and increase in BTS transmit power allows us to better understand the sensitivity of the BTS forward link with the addition of simulated users and the power per forward traffic channel required per user. Fig. 1 shows the OCNS test results for the BTS Tx power.
The test location was determined by measuring the forward traffic channel element gain at 50-75 DGU or 0.04-0.09 W based on the aforementioned testing. Two test locations were determined, the first when the mobiles were in soft handoff condition [5] and the second when the mobiles were in non-soft handoff condition. At the first test location, the mobiles under test were in a 4-way soft handoff, and at the second test location mobiles were served by a single sector, i.e., in a non-soft handoff condition. The test was performed on a CDMA network in the state of Maine, USA.
For stream2, urban areas were chosen to ensure a sufficient density of call records and, therefore, a greater chance that the forward Ec/Io data would show a relationship between dirty mobile call density and increased Ec/Io on non-dirty devices. For the initial study, call records were collected from an area in Madison, Wisconsin, USA (refer to Fig. 2) . 
IV. RESULTS

A. STREAM1, SOFT HANDOFF CONDITION
The average forward traffic channel power increased by 1.688 dB when 10 dirty devices were introduced to the live CDMA sector when compared with the 10 non-dirty devices on the same sector (see Table 1 and Fig. 3) . A single-factor ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) statistical test demonstrates that the difference in forward BTS Tx power was significantly higher for dirty devices when compared with non-dirty devices (F values are larger than F crit ; Table 2 ).
Next, the total CDMA traffic channel power was determined by subtracting the pilot and overhead channel power. The average traffic power per mobile was then calculated for each time stamp by dividing the number of active calls on the sector at that time stamp. This gave the average traffic power per mobile. We found that, on average, 225% more power was required per mobile to maintain the target FFER when dirty devices were present on the test sector compared with when only non-dirty devices were present. Table 3 and Fig. 4 present the results for the reference sector. The results demonstrate that not only was the forward BTS power level required for dirty devices higher on the reference sector, but that this was also the case on all of the soft handoff sectors in the active set.
The analysis of drive test data collected on the reference device, which is known to be a good device, provides further insight into the impact of degradation in forward link Ec/Io, because the overall noise level increases in the forward link, as indicated by the increase in the level of forward BTS traffic channel power. The coverage level is measured by Ec/Io in the CDMA system. On average, Ec/Io degraded on the reference sector by 14%. Fig. 5 show shifts in the active set Ec/Io when comparing dirty devices with non-dirty devices on calls. As the traffic channel power is increased, Io also increases, which in turn degrades the Ec/Io. It can be concluded that a higher proportion of dirty devices on the network causes high Io, reducing the overall Ec/Io level, and thus reducing the cell edge coverage of the CDMA network.
B. STREAM1 NON-SOFT HANDOFF CONDITION
In the non-soft handoff condition under identical non-randomized testing, we obtained similar results, but the impact on Ec/Io was not as pronounced as in the soft handoff condition (refer to Table 4 ). This lower impact can be explained by the fact that in the soft handoff condition, all soft handoff sectors are transmitting at higher power when dirty devices are introduced to the network. This serves to increase the level of overall noise, or Io. Conversely, in the non-soft handoff condition, only a single sector is transmitting at higher power. In this case, we found that 185% more power is required by each mobile to maintain the target FFER when dirty devices were present on the test sector. Additionally, the increase in forward transmit power was significant in this scenario (refer to Tables 5 and 6 ). It was observed that dirty devices had no impact on mobile transmit power and BTS receive power. In both soft and non-soft handoff conditions, no significant deviation in BTS receive (Rx0) and diversity receive (Rx1) power was observed. This further validates that, because of their poor receive sensitivity, dirty devices only impact the CDMA forward link. 
C. STREAM 2
The Madison data indicate that the call records for both dirty and non-dirty devices are similar with respect to forward Ec/Io. Distance plots show that all devices were within a few miles of the site, which was expected based on the urban morphology (refer to Fig. 6 ). Of the 44,000 call records, roughly 5,000 were made on dirty devices. Fig. 7 shows a density plot illustrating the impact relationship using call density and Ec/Io distribution.
To test the hypothesis that changes in the network load due to dirty mobiles have an impact on the measured Ec/Io of non-dirty mobiles, a chi-squared test was performed. All of the calls made by non-dirty mobiles were categorized (low, medium, or high) according to the percentage of the network load that was due to dirty mobiles at the time and on the primary sector from which the call was made. Similarly, each call was also classified by its reference pilot Ec/Io value, again as low, medium, or high. Using these two categorizations, we constructed the 3 × 3 matrix shown in Table 7 .
The p value of 0.11 is observed by applying a chi-square test to Table 7 . The test fails to provide clear evidence that there is a relationship between the percentage of calls on a sector made by dirty devices and the Ec/Io of non-dirty devices. 
V. ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Our experiments were conducted on live networks with existing traffic by introducing equal numbers of dirty and non-dirty devices in succession. There are many confounding variables that may influence the test results, such as differences in morphology (urban, suburban, rural), varying traffic patterns, active mobile distance from cell/sector, external interference, and passive intermodulation. The results for urban and suburban clusters could well differ from those found in the rural clusters presented in this paper.
Varying traffic patterns could produce different responses, affecting the forward traffic channel power required and thus influencing the results. For example, if all active mobiles were at the cell edge, away from the serving sector, then each mobile would require a high power traffic channel to maintain the target FFER. Hence, the effect of adding dirty devices could be much more pronounced in this case. The opposite is likely to happen if all active mobiles were close to the cell. An active mobile distance profile was investigated in the stream1 soft handoff and non-soft handoff tests presented in this paper to determine the profile of mobile distance from the cell/sector (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 ). In both the soft and non-soft handoff conditions, the active mobile distances from the test cell/sector were similar when dirty devices were present on the test cell/sector and when non-dirty devices were present.
The stream2 analysis has multiple limitations. The data were limited to a small window of call records, which in the urban analysis amounted to only 1-2 h. In a rural, single-site analysis, the time span of the analysis is better, but the number of dirty devices (by percentage of calls) was still only around 10%. Thus, most of the time-binned data reflected 5-15% dirty device penetration, which does not reflect the 30-40% dirty device penetration rates created in the stream1 tests. Identifying dirty devices is challenging because of the difficulty of separating dirty devices from those in poor coverage. Our assumption was that a specific model represented a large portion of all dirty mobiles. This is partly true, but the real population does contain other dirty mobiles that we were unable to identify. Improving the identification of dirty mobiles may change the results to more closely match stream1. In this analysis, the study only considered a specific device type based on historical lost call performance. For this study, we made the assumption that all devices of this type would be considered dirty.
VI. CONCLUSION
Dirty devices can degrade the cell edge forward link aggregate Ec/Io because of the resulting increase in forward link traffic channel power on CDMA networks. This in turn increases the drop-call rate because of loss of coverage at the cell edges. Additionally, the increase in forward link power because of dirty devices reduces the available forward link power capacity. The cell/sector then has to transmit at higher power for both dirty devices and non-dirty devices, creating an exponential effect in terms of forward link degradation in noise-limited CDMA networks that must maintain a target FFER. This forward power increase due to dirty devices is more pronounced in soft handoff conditions than in non-soft handoff conditions.
